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1. Let ; be a real primitive character (mod q) and let suppose
that L(s, ) has an exceptional zero 1--, 0(< (log q)-. Then Linnik
[4] proved
Theorem. There exist effective absolute-constants cl, c20 such
that, if log(qq(17l+2))<=c, then every zero p=+i7 of L(s, ) (mod q)

-

satisfies

l-e(log (qq(lrl+2))) log
ae

o the

log (qq(rl+))

roo

is quite dieul and elaborated. He used Brun’s
Linnik’s
sieve as well as some convexity results on entire functions. Laer
Nnaowski [g] simplified i considerably by aealing o he ower sum
mehod o urn. And recently ongomery [g] has found a quite
simle version o urn’ s method and alied i o deduce very elegantly
the above theorem.
The purpose of the present note is to show very briefly that there
is a conceptually much elementary and more direct way which depends
only on Selberg’s sieve and on some easy facts on (s) and L(s, Z). Our
argument can be considered to be a natural extension of Selberg’s
proof [5] (see also [1;p. 40] [2] [6]) of Linnik’s zero-density theorem.
The detailed account as well as some applications to the large sieve
of the present method will appear elsewhere.
2. Before stating our main lemmas, we introduce the following
notations"
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(n) =z((n, r))g((n, r))
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Z(p)p --)

G(R)= Z(r)g(r).
rR

Then we have

Lemma 1. If logN>log (qR), then
B(n)
z2(r)g(r)(n) ((L(1 + z)G(R)N"

,

Nn2N

,

Lemma 2. If logR >log q, then
G(R) >>3-L(1 + 1).
and =O(z(d)), then we have, for
square-free
is
r
Lemma
If
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B(n)r(n)

a

z(n)n

-= L(s, z)L(s + , Zzl)g(r)-lr(s, Z),

where

(s,

Z)-- az(d)z((r, d))d

Lemma 4. Let e be a positive

(d):(d)
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and let

(log
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Further put =l/2(logz)-(o(d)--2(d)+(d)).
d gz. And we have

r()

Then =z(d)

if

<< 1,

hefe () i the giior Ietio ed =1+ 0((log )-).
3. Now we argue as follows"
L(, Z), hen we have, by Lemma g (bu wih a of Lemma ),

where we have to assume ha log N)>log(Rzqq(rl+2)). ulfiplying
by (f)(f) boh sides and summing over rNR, we get
1
B(n)
p(r)g(r)(n) n-e
G(R)<
nz
4
since B(n) <=r(n). But we have n-e -/r<< Y2(1-)n-", where :’= 1
+(log Y)-, and so by Lemma 4 we see that, if log z<< log Y, the last
sum is 0(y2(1-)). On the other hand, if log z>log (qR), we see, by
Lemma 1, the first sum is O(L(1 + z)G(R) log Y). Hence we have
Y2(1-)L(1 +3, Z) log Y}>G(R).
And by Lemma 2 we get the result of Linnik.
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